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Technology Driven Marketplace (TDMI) Process

TDMI Process
TDMI provides a systematic and comprehensive approach to technology focused market intelligence. Specifically, TDMI identifies the benefits and the market
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The entire process takes as little as a day or two to turn around.
inside a bone.
clear plastic—this is a great way to demonstrate how, for example, metal implants sit
The ability to use clear plastic in the RM molds and the ability to “float” hardware inside the
within the cast part.
Rapid manufacturing for complex parts, including parts that require internal hardware
Rapid manufacturing in very high-fidelity
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summarize key primary interviews
RTI will reference key secondary information and
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Profile the most promising candidate customers
or partners
www.rti.org
applications and/or candidate products
Profile or estimate the potential market size for the most promising
positions
identify players and candidate customers at targeted value-chain
candidate high value–added products in the medical sector, and
Assess the downstream value chain that exists for RM services and
manufacturing (RM) capabilities
products that are well suited to ProtoCAM’s high-fidelity rapid
Assess the current medical market landscape for high value–added
to the medical sector
expertise as they relate to servicing and potentially providing products
Understand ProtoCAM’s unique and differentiating capabilities and
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Key Advantages:

for surgical implants.
can work with a variety of casting plastics, including grades of plastics suitable
the CAD drawing. The RM capability and the high-fidelity rubber casting process
make the part (from various materials) with the exact dimensions as provided in
dimensional parts, convert those files into a high-fidelity casting mold and then
ProtoCAM can receive electronic CAD files (various formats) showing three
The precision rapid manufacturing (RM) technology is a current capability.

Product/Capability Description

Task Description
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Mind Map
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– RM non-implant “product” examples are limited or speculative at this time
niche low-volume opportunities served by a handful of mature players
– Semi-custom or stock parts associated with implants and prosthetics are
model and require strong partnering with dental/medical providers/OEMs
– Custom, patient-specific parts are by definition a one-of-a-kind service
very highly competitive, technical, and certification barriers to entry
– Implants (high volume) are “owned” by the dominant OEMs, and there are

ProtoCAM could “call their own” today
space” opportunities for recurring, high-volume business that
Given the amount of activity, there are very few, if any, medical “white
manufacturing technologies
integrations around medical customization and parts based on additive
Several companies have built their entire business models and vertical
companies chasing new manufacturing and customization technologies
large that it is very attractive, which has fueled the large number of
The market value of the medical sector, even just orthopedics, is so
companies offer medical RP services) and sophisticated
The medical rapid prototyping market is very large (i.e., over 900

Summary of Findings
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•

find a way to stand out in it as well” —Ed Grenda, Castle Island
competition there (in medical), too. It's a smaller crowd, but you need to
areas such as medicine—and get that story out. There's plenty of
forward is to establish deep knowledge and ability in high value–added
companies cutting each other's noses off on price these days. One way
for ProtoCAM to consider for the long term. There are hundreds of
“This will take a lot of effort and time, but it's probably a good project

•

seeking strategic collaboration opportunities
through external sales, by attending medical conferences, and by
ProtoCAM needs to build its medical market presence proactively

•

throughout sector to learn more about, and access opportunities
clients, but ProtoCAM will need to make and develop relationships
ProtoCAM has a very good reputation among its current medical sector

Recommendations/Next Steps

Unlike traditional market research, TDMI directly considers the technical and market viability of your asset and characterizes the associated opportunities and
barriers. Through a structured process of desk research and expert interviews, TDMI can provide intelligence such as the following:
Identifying and characterizing the markets, trends, valuechains, competition, and companies of most interest and relevance to your company.
Detailing prevailing technical performance and user requirements, and assessing how well your asset meets or could meet those requirements.
Describing your best options for moving forward with development, partnering, and market entry.
Filling in other key knowledge gaps your company may have surrounding regulatory, intellectual property, or competitive issues on investment.

For more information e-mail us at info@nepirc.com
RTI is one of the world’s leading independent, nonprofit research and development organizations. Its Innovation Advisors group specializes in technology transfer
opportunities, helping businesses and organizations make connections for exploring, enabling and deploying innovation. RTI has entered into a contractual agreement
with the National Institute of Standards and Technology’s (NIST) Hollings Manufacturing Extension Partnership (MEP) to provide their Technology Scouting and
Technology Driven Market Intelligence (TDMI) services to support small and mid-sized manufacturers exclusively through MEP centers nationally, such as NEPIRC.

